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ABSTRACT

Network has brought convenience to the world by allowing fast transformation of data, but it also exposes a number of vulnerabilities. With anomaly detection systems, the outliers of packets can be detected and computers are prevented from attacks. Some anomaly detection systems found in literature are based on data mining methods. Recently, as deep learning becomes a popular area of research, we propose using deep learning as the model for anomaly detection in this project.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet is evolving and it has revolutionized the world since the World Wide Web was invented. The usage of the Internet has become necessary in various areas. Through the Internet, we are able to gain access to remote hosts, retrieve data and operate on the hosts. This simplifies our day-to-day life, but without appropriate security measures, it is likely that the systems would be compromised, causing individuals and companies suffering from great loss. Intruders may gain unauthorized privileges, or simply overload the server to make it unavailable. Both of these may incur great loss for the system owners.

In order to protect the computers from being hacked, intrusion detection systems (IDS) can be installed. Some common open source IDS are Snort [1] and Suricata [2]. With IDS installed, whenever a system encounters unauthorized access, it can respond by refusing
such access request. Moreover, it can generate alerts for human to inspect if there is any system defect.

Intrusion detection systems can be classified into three categories: signature detection systems, anomaly detection systems, and hybrid systems [3, 4]. A signature detection system maintains a misuse database which contains the patterns of abnormal traffic. When a packet arrives, the system will compare it with the misuse database to determine whether such packet is normal. The advantage is that signature detection systems generate a low false positive rate when the misuse database is reliable. This is due to the fact that intrusions detected are supposed to have a high similarity with the abnormal packets. For an anomaly detection system, it uses the pattern generated from normal traffic as the baseline. Any pattern that deviates from the normal traffic is considered anomalous. The advantage is that it can detect unseen (zero-day) attacks. Hybrid systems combine both techniques used in signature detection systems and anomaly detection systems.

II. RELATED STUDIES

Data mining techniques and machine learning algorithms can be applied to intrusion detection systems, and these techniques have been extensively studied in the past decade. Clustering and classification are some techniques used in IDS. Münz, Li & Carle proposed an anomaly detection system using k-means algorithm which combines both classification and outlier detection [5]. In [6, 7], the authors combined the k-means clustering with naïve Bayes classification. In [8], the authors further utilized the result
from k-means clustering as new features for naïve Bayes classifier. In [9], naïve Bayes classifier is combined with decision tree algorithms.

The abovementioned methods operate on network features only, namely, the connection records. To take payload data from packets into consideration, we need some other techniques. PAYL is a histogram-based classification method that takes payload data as input. It builds a histogram from the input, with frequency of each byte pattern being a bin (see Fig. 1), and compares the histogram built from the data with baseline [10]. Deep learning techniques can also be implemented to detect anomalies. Wang [11] built a system that can classify TCP packets according to their application layer protocols, and suggested that misclassified packets may be anomalous.

![Fig. 1. Example of byte distribution for a 200-byte packet.](image)

III. OBJECTIVES

The ultimate goal for this project is to build an anomaly detection system using neural networks and deep learning, and then study the effectiveness of different models and learning techniques. In order to achieve the goal, we divide the project into two phases: i)
application protocol identification and ii) anomaly detection. The next section discusses how to construct the network to achieve the goals in each phase.

IV. METHODOLOGY

A. APPLICATION PROTOCOL IDENTIFICATION

Given a network packet, we aim to determine what protocol is used in the application layer. We will use a simple feedforward network as an initial implementation, and modify the network to achieve better results. After the neural network is built, we can study the relationship between the byte features and their importance in protocol identification. Fig. 2 shows the result of feature learning from [11]. As the baseline (normal behavior) for different applications may vary, the result derived can help in the second phase.

![FIG. 2. The most important 100 locations of the data.](image)

B. ANOMALY DETECTION

From the system we will have built in the earlier phase, we can modify the objective in order to detect anomaly. In addition to the payload data, we can also include the statistical features of the packets in the dataset. Furthermore, the structure of the neural network need not be the same. For example, we can use recurrent neural network to capture the information of previous packets. The system will be evaluated with real
dataset if it is obtainable. Another alternative is to evaluate the system with DARPA [12] dataset.

At the deadline of this project plan, we use Keras for deep learning development and Theano as the underlying platform. Keras is highly modular and allows fast prototyping [13]. It supports both convolutional layers and recurrent layers, which can be implemented in later phase of this project.

V. PROJECT SCHEDULE AND DELIVERABLES

| September | • Study the theory of deep learning  
|           | • Familiarize myself with deep learning model constructions |
| 4 October 2016 | Deliverables of Phase 1  
|              | (Inception)  
|              | • Detailed project plan  
|              | • Project web page |
| October - November | Development for application protocol identification |
| December | Development for anomaly detection (I) |
| 11-15 January 2017 | First presentation |
| 24 January 2017 | Deliverables of Phase 2  
|              | (Elaboration)  
|              | • Preliminary implementation  
|              | • Detailed interim report |
| February - Mid March | Development for anomaly detection (II) |
| Mid March – Mid April | Study the performance of anomaly detection |
| 17 April 2017 | Deliverables of Phase 3  
|              | (Construction)  
|              | • Finalized tested implementation  
|              | • Final report |
| 18-22 April 2017 | Final presentation |
| 3 May 2017 | Project exhibition |
| 6 June 2017 | Project competition  
|              | (for selected projects only) |
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